












































 “Richmond is 
a part of Canada, 

we can not separate 
Richmond from Canada, so 

when people go to Richmond 
Museum they also should 

get the information about BC 
and even Canada not only 

Richmond.”

comment

CONCLUSION

Throughout this study, we returned to the City’s 
vision to be the most livable, appealing and well-
managed community in Canada, and were inspired 
by Richmond’s emergence onto the world stage as 
a Venue City for the 2010 Olympic Games. 

A new museum is a necessary component of 
a balanced and healthy community that requires 
significant cultural as well as sports and wellness 
facilities. It will be a major civic asset, an economic 
generator and a source of community pride.

The idea of a new dynamic museum fits well 
with Richmond’s growth, ambitions and vision 
for the next 30 to 50 years into the future. It is an 
idea whose time has come. The City needs a new 
museum, of the highest quality, that will match its 
other remarkable assets and its vibrant community. 
Richmond deserves nothing less.

“Brand
Richmond as the 

city that embraces 
diversity.”

comment





1.2 METHODOLOGY

At the start of this Feasibility Study, a Steering 

Committee was formed to work closely with the consultant 

team. The consultation process was designed to ensure 

that a wide cross-section of the community had the 

opportunity to participate in the visioning process, and 

to identify the needs of the community and the stories 

that are important to the community. This involved 

public consultation, stakeholder focus groups and 

interviews to determine the needs within the community, 

and the development of strategies and priorities to meet 

these needs. Richmond’s many diverse communities, 

including business, tourism and economic development 

were crafted to inform the study process and to achieve 

desired outcomes, resulting in recommendations for 

an appropriate scale of development and a preferred 

location.

Public Consultation Goals

museum.

community needs and community stories.

needs for public and ancillary spaces.

and size of a new facility.

Public Consultation Structure

A. Steering Committee
A steering committee, comprised of City of 

Richmond staff, members of the Richmond Museum 

Society and the Richmond Heritage Commission, has 

been the point of contact for the consultants to obtain 

direction and approval for all aspects of the consultation 

process.

B. Stakeholder Consultation

through workshops and direct interviews. This has 

included representatives of the Richmond Chamber 

Committee, the City of Richmond’s Museum Society and 

the City of Richmond Heritage Commission. In addition, 

There have been two main goals to the stakeholder 

consultation:

Committee on all aspects of the feasibility 

study with particular emphasis on community 

needs.

2. Be a conduit to the diverse communities 

they represent and obtain input from their 

respective communities.

C. Public Open House
As a result of the visioning work of the Steering 

Committee and stakeholders, a presentation was 

provided direction that two comprehensive options 

for a new museum facility should be presented to the 

and was very well attended by a broad cross-section 

of Richmond citizens. Many people responded to a 

detailed questionnaire; please refer to Appendix F for 

further details.

D. Final Presentation to Council in March 2009
The key to the success of this project has been 

the building of support and partnerships within the 

community, through open communication to help ensure 

the success of any initiative to establish a new museum 

facility.

“I would be 
very proud to 

promote a first class 
destination museum in 

my travels across Canada 
and elsewhere in the 

world.”

comment

“The
focus is 

to ignite self-
awareness through 

self-evaluation.”

- stakeholder 

comment





Asian shopping centres, businesses and restaurants cropping up in neighbourhoods that were once 

primarily rural.

Japanese.

percentage of any Canadian city.

Population in 2007 (4th largest in 
B.C.)

186,628

Population Growth (over previ-
ous year)
Fastest growing neighbourhood

1.9%

City Centre

Projected population 2036 253,300

Recent immigrants (last 10 years) 
as percentage of City population

29.8%

City population as percentage of 
Province

4.3%

City jobs as percentage of Prov-
ince

7.4%

Number of jobs in City 116,000

For further detailed information, please refer to

Appendix A: Community Demographics.

1.3.2 Cultural Tourism
Cultural tourism is one of the world’s fastest growing 

tourism segments, and is increasingly noted in statistical 

modelling as its importance to the tourism economic 

of British Columbia) has stated that much more attention 

will be paid to the cultural tourist, and Tourism BC is 

embarking on initiatives to take better advantage of this 

emerging global tourism trend. The combined population 

visitors annually, a number projected to double over the 

next decade. A new museum in Richmond would be in 

an excellent position to take advantage of this trend.

In addition, Richmond is ideally located in relation 

connects Richmond to the American border and the 

I-5 interstate freeway. Centrally located in the Metro 

potential location for a major attraction.

“I think it 
is essential to 

have a well organized 
interactive museum 

to attract tourists to the 
city for the economic and 

environmental development 
of Richmond.”

comment





Chamber of Commerce) has stated that “Richmond 

needs facilities such as the proposed Richmond 

Museum to attract and retain the knowledge workers 

that are so important in Richmond’s economic sector.”

There is much evidence to illustrate that a vibrant 

attracting and retaining “creative employees.” In From
Bronze to Gold: A Blueprint for Canadian Leadership 
in a Transforming World, the Canadian Council of 

creativity plays an important role in transforming 

communities into destinations of choice for skilled 

people in any occupation. A community’s cultural 

infrastructure has a direct impact on quality of life and 

on the competitiveness of communities in attracting 

people and investment.” From Restless Communities 
to Resilient Places: Building a Stronger Future For All 
Canadians
Advisory Committee on Cities and Communities 

concluded that those Canadian cities and communities 

that have recognized the importance of culture are better 

prepared to meet future challenges and opportunities. 

“Strong cultural engagement can substantially improve 

and attractiveness of places. The economic impact of 

the arts and our creative resources is far greater than 

the employment or economic multipliers our creative 

industries generate. The arts attract people to live and 

and contribute to the stability of our workforce. The arts 

also help create cross-cultural understanding, improve 

workplace and customer relationships and contribute to 

more successful enterprise. Increased arts and cultural 

activity is key to attracting gifted professionals. Alcan 

says that cultural life and amenities in towns like Kitimat, 

its smelting operations, are crucial factors in attracting 

BC, Contributing to our Future”, A Presentation to the 
Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government 
Services, September 2007.)

puts it plainly: “With Microsoft opening a new software-

development centre, we’re going to be looking for the 

best – the young people with the best brains – and many 

of them are interested in the creative life and a culture 

architect, Bing Thom, culture and what’s happening 

with the knowledge economy are understood to be 

underpinning the whole future of where we’re going to go. 

risk of losing out in the talent wars. With 2010 looming, 

has never been more critical. Bernie Magnan, chief 

that, in addition to helping draw tourists and employees, 

arts and culture are anchors for a city’s identity. ‘Any 

community or any city around the world that has made 

a name for itself has a thriving arts community as part 

its multitude of visual-art museums and performance 

spaces; and even Winnipeg, with its internationally 

identity, and consequently, despite their relevance for 

the local economy, most knowledge-related activities 

As identity is, in a sense, the backbone of a knowledge 

economy, a weak identity is therefore evidence of some 

Appendix C for further information.

There is a growing concern that Richmond is falling behind 
in providing the type of vital arts and culture sector that is 
so important to the creative economy. The new Richmond 
Olympic Oval is a community sports icon, but where is 
the local cultural focus? A new Richmond Museum could 
contribute significantly to the cultural identify of Richmond, 
as well as the larger context of Metro Vancouver.





“Blockbusters” are major shows that require up to 10,000 square feet 

of display space. These are big, popular, moneymaking showcases that 

delivered a powerful impact—and have become important sources of direct 

and indirect revenue, visibility, and prestige for museums worldwide. 

Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver

square feet of exhibition space.

Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver

teaching museum in Canada.

space is underway. 

exhibition gallery.

In order to achieve status as a destination museum, the new Richmond Museum 

commonly referred to as “blockbusters.”

Most big touring exhibitions are built to about 7,000-

Most museums of comparable size to the RBCM have 

between 7,000-10,000 square feet of temporary exhibit 

and none is planned to be built as part of any current 

cultural facility. There are virtually no new major facilities 

on the local horizon, with the possible exception of the 

With the capacity to hold special exhibits or 

“blockbusters,” the Richmond Museum could be a 

major regional tourist draw, that could attract numbers 

similar to major provincial attractions.

For

further detailed 

information, please 

refer to Appendix D: 
“Blockbusters.”

 “Richmond 
should have a 

museum that befits an 
emerging world class city 
which matches our efforts 

in sports areas.”

comment













A VISION FOR THE MUSEUM
& HERITAGE STRATEGY

“THE CITY OF RICHMOND CELEBRATES
ITS PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.”

“RICHMOND IS A CITY THAT PROUDLY 
CELEBRATES ITS PAST, PRESENT, 

AND FUTURE. THE CITY’S MUSEUM & 
HERITAGE SERVICES POLICIES WILL 

INTERPRET THE UNIQUE AND DYNAMIC
STORY OF WHERE RICHMOND CAME

FROM, WHERE IT IS NOW, AND HOW IT
WILL DEVELOP INTO THE FUTURE.”

2.1 GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Ideas and concepts generated during the 

background research and consultation process were 

developed as a guiding framework for the development 

of the new museum. Consensus was reached on key 

and stated community needs. The vision that has been 

developed for a new museum will help inform and direct 

the ongoing development of its physical expression, 

including programming, interpretation and operational 

requirements. 

Much of the relevant background work for this project 

was undertaken during the preparation of the Richmond
Museum & Heritage Strategy, 2006-2007. A dynamic 

new museum for Richmond was the centrepiece of the 

Strategy. A key concept was the development of the 

new museum as the hub of museum & heritage services 

in Richmond, and its pivotal role in the development of 

an integrated network of local community museums and 

key for the City’s provision of museum related services 

that are relevant to the Feasibility Study for the new 

museum:

GOAL 1: Involve and engage the entire 
community.

GOAL 2: Position Richmond as the leading 
integrated museum & heritage 
destination in Metro Vancouver.

GOAL 3: Build a new dynamic Destination 
Museum.

GOAL 4: Create and promote a network of 
satellite museums, historic sites and 
heritage areas radiating out from the 
hub of the new Richmond Museum.

As endorsed by City Council in June 2007, the 

following objectives were outlined for the new museum, 

and have formed the guiding framework for the Feasibility 

Study:

visitors to other sites for a more in-depth experience of the Richmond Story.

communities to meet, interact, tell their stories and share their cultural traditions.

as museum displays and interpretation, and program and service elements.

research to stimulate the audience and enrich the museum experience.

urban design models.

and could be.





2.2 INTERPRETIVE THEMES

is in the process of developing a cosmopolitan, richly-

textured urban identity with a global focus. The entire 

‘Richmond Story’ – past, present and future – can be 

interpreted through a layering of local, regional, provincial, 

national and international stories and connections that 

present a more global focus. 

A standard museum approach emphasizes the 

collection, preservation and display of artifacts. The 

exhibits are usually permanent and the stories told in 

the third person by curators. Based on current trends in 

museum thinking and the comments of the stakeholders 

and the public, the Richmond Museum will need to put 

more of an emphasis on people telling relevant stories 

about real people, past and present.

The new Museum needs to provide a dynamic 
space, with changing exhibits and lots of activities 
and demonstrations that feature the talents and 
creativity of the community. Community members 
need to play a significant role in deciding what 
and how the communities of Richmond should 
be presented. This new museum needs to turn 
observers into participants. It should be a place for 
people to come together; a gathering place to share 
experiences, and develop ideas together. This is not 
to say that artifacts are not important to museums, 
but the public today expects much more relevant 
information and activities from museums than 
they did in the past. For a museum to be relevant 
it needs to reflect directly the community’s energy, 
interests and concerns, plus adapt to changes as 
the community evolves over time.

potential adjunct themes for the new museum were 

of Richmond, and another was a focus on the history of 

sports and athletics. Several organizations, such as the 

Canadian Society for Asian Arts and the BC Sports Hall 

of Fame, were reviewed as potential partners, and there 

are undoubtedly synergistic connections that could be 

explored as the vision and concept for the new museum 

is further developed. A partnership with organizations 

that already have their own audience could augment 

museum functions in a progressive way that connects 

to the community.

cities and cultures. It has been indicated throughout the 

consultation process that the broader context of the 

which encompasses shared geography, immigration 

and emigration, cultural links, trade ties, historical links 

and many other varied and exciting themes that could 

also be explored. This is an exciting possibility for further 

exploration.

A Pacific Rim focus also provides another point 
of contact with First Nations culture. The Musqueam 
Band of the Coast Salish First Nation has lived 
in and around Richmond for thousands of years. 
Today, indigenous people of the Pacific Rim are 
brought together by common purposes, including 
cultural preservation, education and presentation. 
Throughout the year, gatherings bring maritime 
indigenous nations of the Pacific Rim together – such 
as the Qatuwas Festival held in 2006 by the Heiltsuk 
Nation in Bella Bella. An expanded Richmond 
Museum could host such gatherings and could 
also facilitate interaction through exhibits covering 
a range of historical or contemporary artifacts and 
cultural initiatives.

In order to achieve these lofty goals it is suggested 

that much of the Richmond story be developed 

experiences. For example, the high tech industry could 

be asked what they want to say about themselves and 

ethnic groups within Richmond could be asked to 

develop exhibits and programming around information 

they might want to share with others. In this manner, 

this museum becomes directly connected with, and 

an advocate for, the artists, storytellers and keepers 

of knowledge within all segments of the Richmond 

community.

The interpretation themes should be based on the 

messages, programs, philosophies and approaches 

developed during the Museum & Heritage Strategy 

process. The market research and public consultation 

have informed how the themes, messages and 

programs could be realized in the physical space of the 

new museum.













OPTION #1
A DESTINATION 

MUSEUM
ROOTED IN THE 

COMMUNITY

OPTION #2
A COMMUNITY 

MUSEUM

FUNCTIONAL SPACE Square Feet Square Feet

Private Space (“Back of House”)

Subtotal Private Space 10,500 4,000

Public Space (“Front of House”)

Subtotal Public Space 32,500 10,000

BUILDING TOTAL 60,000 20,000





constraints; and adjacencies and opportunities provided by surrounding developments. 

Within the Steveston context, there are a number of adjacent and supporting assets. The three sites are all in proximity 

to an existing residential community, the area includes historic attractions and activities, including:

canneries, boatyards, stores, homes and its mix of cultures. This national historic site is representative of 

the diverse community built on pilings and connected by boardwalks. A wide variety of programs, events 

and activities are offered at Britannia Heritage Shipyard.

Within the City Centre context, there are also many key assets that can provide support or be linked to a 

new museum to enhance programming and activities. These include:

There are several stations in the City Centre that will provide ready access to rapid transit. This will 

increase the potential audience enormously and also decrease the need for parking.

Current operations as well as the historic South Terminal provide easy access.

This new dynamic facility may also offer visitor and interpretation potential.

shows and concerts will be held here. The space will showcase public artwork and have a theme that 

system.





3.3.1 CAPITAL COSTS

This is estimated as a base-building cost, plus 

exact nature of the site, the architecture or the exhibits 

is unknown, this is strictly an order-of-magnitude 

estimate. A comparable facility would be The Reach, 

expected that the proposed Richmond Museum would 

aim for high standards for architecture and exhibits, 

addition, the costs of The Reach did not include major 

Current economic realities indicate that major escalation 

of construction costs are not a major consideration at 

this time.

The capital budgets of recently constructed cultural 

terms of senior government grants, private donations 

the municipal approach to capital funding of cultural 

facilities, the business model selected, the scale of 

support, and overall community engagement. 

federal and provincial criteria for capital funding were 

been developed with the intention of meeting senior 

government criteria without compromising the local 

identity and programming of the museum. This includes 

meeting the “Class A” requirements for museum status 

and capability for loans of temporary and travelling 

exhibits. In addition, the proposed storyline has been 

broadened to include Richmond within the greater 

context of the province and the country. Further 

discussion will be needed to determine the exact focus 

of the museum, but it is feasible to align its concept with 

the requirements for senior level funding. 

Federal cultural infrastructure money is currently 

available, and there is anticipation that further funds 

will be made available as part of the impending federal 

budget; these would be cost-shared funds split between 

the three levels of government. As this is one of the 

only major museum facilities being considered on the 

west coast, it is anticipated that there could be a strong 

pitch for senior level funding for capital costs. However, 

federal and provincial funding will be dependent on 

the City stating that the museum is a high priority, and 

in-kind) that the City is willing to contribute.

Based
on successful 
experience in 

other jurisdictions, 
attaining 50% or more 
of capital funding from 
non-municipal sources 

is considered an 
attainable goal. 





ASSUMPTIONS:
It is unknown when the facility would be opened. All 

acquisition/development costs are included.

on whether or not the facility is run by the City 

non-union operations). Includes heating costs. 

been assumed, with escalation.

2) The extent of programming is unknown, so an 

allowance has been made, that would increase 

over time as the museum function becomes 

further established. Includes projected 

marketing costs.

to increase over time.

grants, etc.

attendance of 120,000/annum, at an average 

discounts). Attendance assumed to rise over 

time through marketing efforts and increased 

programming.

unknown, and depends on many factors, 

including community engagement. It is 

assumed that fundraising, including solicitation 

of corporate sponsors, will be an ongoing 

rights and the ability to attract high-end 

7) Assumes rental of exhibits spaces / cost 

recovery basis.

generated internally and one travelling show), 

museum attendance, at an average additional 

potential for special events.

operations and low volumes.

Centre location has some potential of breaking even 

Centre location has the potential for an ongoing annual 

breaking even.

LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
The construction of a major capital facility, that 

serves both the community and potentially a regional 

tourist audience, will have a positive economic impact, 

especially if it is a destination museum. The magnitude 

this stage. Many studies have looked at the leverage 

obtained from cultural facilities, which have been 

estimated as having a greater impact on local economies 

than major sports stadiums. The total economic impact 

expenditures on wages, salaries, goods and services), 

location and size, a museum that serves as a major 

tourist attraction will undoubtedly have a major positive 





PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

attended by over 200 people representing a broad cross-section 

3.5 DESIGN GOALS

Throughout the course of the Feasibility Study, a 

number of goals were expressed for the design of the 

new museum. These can be summarized as follows:

MUSEUM DESIGN
Goal: Achieve excellence in architecture:

building should express what Richmond is 

and how it is developing.

an appropriate but unique design; the 

building should be an attraction in itself 

with equally unique and engaging museum 

programming and exhibits.

obsolescence.

budget envelope.

URBAN DESIGN
Goal: The site should connect to the 

waterfront, and should be as accessible as 

possible:

need to look at city needs.

and plans that are now being developed.

All of those 
who responded at 

the Public Open House 
supported the vision for a new 

museum. 80% supported Option 
#1 and its potential location in the 

City Centre or Middle Arm area. The 
comments also indicated caution about 
potential costs and tax increases, but 

overall there was extremely strong 
support expressed for Option #1, 
a new destination museum that 
was rooted in the community 

and told the “Richmond 
Story.” 

to Appendix F: 
Public Open House 

and Comments
for further 

information.

siting and access to transit.

this project should take a big picture look 

and ask, “What do we want to build? What 

could be on the doorstep of the museum 

building? What are we trying to achieve as 

a community?”

museum could be integrated into the 

greater area otherwise it will be stagnant; 

the location is critical, it needs to connect 

with other activities, places and spaces. 

SUSTAINABILITY
Goal: The museum will meet or exceed the 

City’s objectives for sustainability

the building, and of museum content and 

interpretation. 

environmental and economic sustainability.

infrastructure grants.





Main Floor Gallery

a common bond relating to work, home, education, transportation, art, etc.

by grouping these exhibits the visitors will begin to discover the overlaps and connections between all the 

stories being presented.

always in transition and the various communities are always involved with the museum and its staff in creating 

new presentations. We suggest this will bring a dynamic energy to this museum and ongoing involvement by 

community members. If they see this museum as relevant to their needs and they can use it to tell their stories, 

we suggest they will see it as theirs and help sustain it in the future.

Second Floor
There needs to be a strong vertical connector through 

the building to allow visitors to appreciate that there 

is more to see as they ascend into the building and 

back of the building can relate the real changing 

landscapes of Richmond with the stories being told 

inside, as well as help connect the stories vertically, 

as suggested earlier.

not only travelling exhibits from elsewhere, but also 

blockbusters created in-house. We suggest that a 

diverse cultural group, working with their country 

of origin, could take over this space for a year and 

celebrate this international cultural connection 

within Richmond. This celebration could include 

dance and music groups, co-sponsored exhibits 

showing the original culture and adaptations with 

could be asked to celebrate with their own festival; 

they could be modest or extravagant, depending 

on the country selected, sponsors and public 

participation. However, like an art gallery that 

depends on openings to achieve recognition and 

support, this museum needs events on a regular 

basis to attract and retain public interest. We believe 

basis, as well as opening a blockbuster featuring 

community, would go a long way to build interest, 

participation and visitations by both locals and 

visitors to Richmond.





3.6 GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS

The proposed much larger museum facility will 

The following is an outline of a potential governance 

model for the new Richmond Museum.

Overall Model
The Richmond Museum could be operated as an 

arms length corporation headed up by a Chief 

governance model compared with having it operated 

directly by the City of Richmond are:

Corporation than the City of Richmond.

Funds raised through business initiatives at 

the museum go directly to the Corporation.

The Richmond Museum Society

prominent Richmond businesspeople 

and community leaders. Two prominent 

community leaders with the capacity to 

spearhead a major fundraising campaign 

could be co-chairs. 

fundraising and generating community 

support for the museum. In the planning 

phase of the museum, the focus could 

be on raising capital funds within the 

community and once the museum has 

been built, the focus could shift to raising 

funds for on-going operational activities 

and obtaining sponsors for exhibits and 

programs. 

The Friends of the Richmond Museum

businesspeople and interested citizens.

be to generate community interest in 

community participation in story telling and 

creating events).

The Museum CEO: 

fundraising campaign, the planning for, and 

building of, the new museum.

City of Richmond’s Museum & Heritage 

Museum & Heritage Strategy) to ensure 

coordination of themes, programs and 

promotions for all of Richmond’s heritage 

and museum sites.

governments and agencies.

operations.

The Creative Team

museum with a large collection, it would not necessarily 

have the traditional categories of museum staff. There 

could be a team of creative people with a mixture of 

curatorial, exhibit, interpretation, educational, multi-

media, community capacity building and marketing 

backgrounds to plan, implement, and promote the 

museum’s interpretive programs. These could include 

on-going exhibits, blockbuster exhibits, public programs, 

school programs, events and celebrations. This 

group could involve the community in developing and 

implementing interpretive programs. It could also work 

in close cooperation with Tourism Richmond, Tourism 

market and promote the museum.

The Management Team

administrative support for the museum. This group could 

also be responsible for: generating on-going revenue; 

that any restaurant, giftshop and ancillary services be 

operated by the private sector); room rentals; managing 

contracts for blockbuster and travelling exhibits; 

securing sponsorships for exhibits and programs; and 

writing grant proposals. 









4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on these key concepts, the market research 

and the public consultation process, the following 

recommendations are made for the development of the 

new Richmond Museum.

VISION
To create a new, dynamic destination museum that 

will tell the story of Richmond’s past, present and 

physically, temporally and spiritually. Richmond has 

of developing a cosmopolitan, richly-textured urban 

identity. The City’s global story will be interpreted 

through a layering of local, regional, provincial, 

national and international stories and connections. 

The new museum will be a community anchor that 

and by interpreting Richmond to the world and 

interpreting the world to Richmond. It will serve the 

needs of the community while also welcoming and 

educating visitors to Richmond.

SIZE

is considered the optimal size for a stand-alone 

This could vary based on many factors, but the 

determinants of ultimate success. If the facility drops 

below roughly this size, it will likely not function as a 

regional destination.

LOCATION
The museum should be located in the heart of the City 

in an accessible location, and through excellence of 

design and programming will showcase Richmond 

as a portal into Canada and interpret and celebrate 

the past and current Canadian experience of 

immigration and settlement. The recommended 

location for the proposed new Richmond Museum 

is a site in the City Centre or Middle Arm area, as 

GOVERNANCE
The potential governance structure for the new 

museum should be fully explored on a priority basis. 

should be hired to spearhead the project and lead it 

through to completion. 

FUNDING STRATEGY
Fundraising for this facility should continue to be the 

main focus of the Richmond Museum Society. The 

extent to which senior level government funding is 

available should be fully explored.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The goals of the new museum can be advanced in a 

number of ways, and will be enriched by partnerships 

at many different levels. The City should continue to 

explore co-location opportunities that may advance 

be explored and developed with the community, 

corporate sponsors, other institutions and other 

levels of government. 





CONSULTANT TEAM

The Consultant Team for the Richmond Museum 
Feasibility Study 2007-08 consisted of the following 

Arlington Group Planning + Architecture Inc.

Kinexus Consulting Inc.

D. Jensen & Associates Ltd.

Hanscomb Ltd.

We would like to express our appreciation for the 

many members of City staff, advisory committees and 

community members who participated in the ongoing 

consultation that occurred during this study. In particular, 

we would like to sincerely thank Connie Baxter, manager 

of the project for the City of Richmond.

Project Steering Committee

and Heritage Services

Society

Recreation and Cultural Service

Shipyard

Society

Commission

Services

Commission

City of Richmond Staff

Relations









Origin of new immigrants (2001-2006) to Richmond:

Mainland China 50%
Philippines 14.2%

Taiwan 7.4%
Hong Kong 4.7%

India 4.3%

Fastest-growing Immigrant Groups in Metro Vancouver

EAST ASIA & SOUTHEAST ASIA

2001 2006 Change

South Korea 20,730 30.990 49.5%
Mainland China 101,770 137,245 34.9%
Philippines 46,215 62,960 36.2%

AFRICA

Ghana 450 680 51.1%
Nigeria 365 700 91.8%
Rwanda 40 205 412.5%
Sudan 405 1,330 47.8%

EASTERN EUROPEAN

Russia 3,735 5,770 54.5%
Ukraine 3,535 4,580 29.6%
Bulgaria 780 1,245 59.6%
Slovenia 435 700 60.9%
Belarus 255 465 82.4%

MIDDLE EAST & CENTRAL ASIA

Afghanistan 2,235 3,575 60.0%
Iraq 1.495 2,125 42.1%
Israel 925 1,705 84.3%

SOUTH ASIA

India 67,825 90,090 32.8%
Pakistan 4,890 7,460 52.6%

LATIN AMERICA

Venezuela 475 720 51.6%
Columbia 1,405 2040 45.2%
Argentina 805 1,050 30.4%
Mexico 3,785 4,650 22.9%

*Vancouver Sun, December 5th, 2007





CITY OF RICHMOND – POPULATION DENSITY
PERSONS PER SQUARE KILOMETER, 2006
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Cultural and Heritage Activities of British Columbian in 1992 and 2005

BC Population (15 and older)

1992 2005 Population Increase % Increase

2.60 million 3.51 million 910,000 35%

Cultural and Heritage Activities of British Columbians in 1992 and 2005
Activity 1992 2005 % change 1992 2005 % change

Performing arts 44% 38% -6% 1.14m 1.34m +17%

Theatre 24% 21% -3% 640T 740T +17%
Pop Music 25% 24% -2% 650,000 740,000 +27%
Classical music 15% 12% -2% 380,000 430,000 +13%
Cultural festival n/a 21% n/a n/a 280.000 n/a
Cultural/heritage 16% 16% +1) 410,000 580,000 +42%

Museums & Art Galleries 45% 38% -7% 1.17 m 1.32 m +13%

Public art gallery 27% 30% +2% 710,000 1.05 m +47%
Historic sites 33% 33% -1% 870,000 1.15m +32%

Zoo, aquarium, gardens 47% 37% -11% 1.22m 1.28m +5%
Conservation & nature
park

61% 51% -10% 1.59 m 1.80m +14%

Museums, including art galleries

About four in ten British Columbians 15 years of age or older (38%, or 1.32 million 
people) visited a museum in 2005. This includes the 30% of B.C. residents – just over 1 
million people –who visited an art gallery in 2005. The B.C. museum and art gallery
attendance rates are similar to the Canadian rates (i.e., within the margin of error of the 
B.C. statistics).
The percentage of British Columbians visiting a museum decreased from 45% in 1992 to 
38% in 2005. The percentage of B.C. residents visiting an art gallery remained relatively
stable between 1992 and 2005 (i.e., within the margin of error of the B.C. statistics).

Heritage activities

One in three British Columbians visited an historic site in 2005 (1.15 million people),
while slightly more B.C. residents visited a zoo, aquarium, botanical garden, planetarium
or observatory (37%, or 1.28 million people). One in two British Columbians visited a 
conservation area or nature park in 2005 (51%, or 1.80 million people).
The percentage of B.C. residents visiting a conservation area or nature park is slightly
higher than the Canadian rate, while the other two statistics are similar to the Canadian 
rates (i.e., within the margin of error of the B.C. statistics).

Between 1992 and 2005:

There was no change in the percentage of British Columbians visiting an historic site
The percentage of British Columbians visiting a zoo, aquarium, botanical garden,
planetarium or observatory decreased from 47% to 37%
The percentage of British Columbians visiting a conservation area or nature perk
decreased from 61% to 51%.

* Survey data analyzed by Hill Strategies Research based on Statistics Canada Social Survey (2005)





The 2004 Overnight Visitor to Greater Vancouver: Visitor Profile

Age Group Distribution

Not stated 7%
Under 15 4%
15-19 5%
20-24 13.5%
25-34 16%
35-44 19%
45-54 18%
55-64 14%
65+ 3%

The 2004 Overnight Visitor to Greater Vancouver: Visitor Profile

Trip Activity Participation

Go Shopping 69%
Go Sightseeing 63%
Visit friends or relatives 55%
Attend other cultural events 41%

Visit a National or Provincial Nature Park 35.5%
Participate in sports/outdoor activities 27%
Visit an historic site 27%

Go to a bar or nightclub 23%
Attend a festival or fair 9%
Attend sports event 7%
Visit a theme or amusement park 7%
Go to a casino 5%
Golfing 3.5%
Downhill skiing or snow boarding 3%
Fishing 2.5%
Hunting .11%

Source: Tourism Vancouver
Tourism in Canadian Cities: A Statistical Outlook 2004 (Statistics Canada, 2004)
Tourism Vancouver’s Visitor Volume Model, Price Waterhouse Coopers









Sites Analysis Matrix – Richmond Museum Feasibility Study
City Centre Area Steveston Area

River Rd. Lansdowne Minoru Bayview Phoenix Two Road

1 2 3 4 5 6
Existing Uses

Two leases
& Heritage

Parking lot
NW corner

Treed area
SE corner

None
Water Lot

Heritage Bike
Terrain

Park
Site Size .
Meets min. lot size
of 30,000 sq ft

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Actual/approx lot
size in square feet

31,323 226,042 80,535 81,827 10,000 45,208

Ownership

City of Richmond Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Private Yes

Land Use
Compatibility

OCP Area Plan Area 10
City Centre

Plan

Area 10
City Centre

Plan

Area 10
City

Centre
Plan

Steveston
Plan

Area 4

Steveston
Plan

Area 4

Steveston
Plan

Area 4

Compatible w/ Area
Plan

n/k n/k Yes Yes Yes No

Local Area (LA) North
Aberdeen

LA4.1

Lansdowne
LA1.3

Minoru
LA1.5

BC
Packers

LA5

BC
Packers

LA5

London
Princess

LA8
Zoning C-6 C-6 SPU SPU,

CD105
CD41 I-2

Museum allowed by
current Zoning

No No No No No No

Surrounding Land
Uses

Within 300 m

Single Family
Residential

No No No No Yes Yes

Multi-Family
Residential

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Retail Shopping Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Commercial Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industrial Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Park No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

River/Ocean Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Access

Pedestrian

Pedestrian
infrastructure

No Yes Yes Yes Yes No

2,600 ft to Canada
Line

Yes Yes Yes No No No

1,300 ft to 1 bus Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
1,300 ft to 2+ buses Yes Yes Yes Yes No No





E.1 RIVER ROAD

Legal Description

PID: 009-311-998
Sec 29 Blk 5N RG6W PL 24230
Except Plan 28458, Except PCL C (Bylaw PL 62679), PCL G (Bylaw PL 80333) & Sec 32
Leased Ptn - see R-082-479-001 for Remainder of 2 
Richmond Key: 20324 ( Property )Property Features
Roll: 082479000
Address: 7760 River Rd

Additional Addresses:
Richmond Key: 71555
Address: 7891 Cambie Rd

Existing Uses

This site is owned by the City of Richmond and is leased to the Richmond Rod and Gun Club
and Yamazaki Enterprises which uses the northern portion of the property for parking and to
stores boxes outdoors. This is also the original location of the Minoru Chapel and is still the
location of the Minoru Chapel Community Hall which has been identified for its heritage value.

Site size
The River Road site meets the minimum size at 31,323 sq ft.

Land Use Compatibility
A museum use on this site is compatible with the current Mixed Use Designation in the Official
Community Plan (OCP): An area which provides for residential, commercial, business and

industry, and public and private institutions.

BY late Spring 2009 the City expects to introduce an updated City Centre Area Plan (CCAP),
which is part of the Official Community Plan. There has been an ongoing process to develop the
CCAP, including a broad-based public process. For “Arts & Culture” the following objectives and
concepts have been defined:

City Centre Area Plan Update
Richmond has a vibrant arts and culture scene, but much of it is scattered or “invisible.” A
first step is to establish “creative clusters” where a critical mass of people, amenities, &
activities come together to increase public awareness, build synergies, and increase 
Richmond’s creative capacity. Objective: Provide a framework for a “creative community”
where cultural, economic development, and planning practices are coordinated to promote 
increased creative capacity.

Places to Entertain & Work: Complementing important existing facilities, such as
Gateway Theatre, an Arts District is planned emphasizing arts-related business and 
entertainment uses, arts education, and a vibrant mix of complementary uses such as
restaurants and retail.

Places to Live & Work: The mixed-use village centred on the Canada Line’s Capstan 
station is planned to complement the City Centre’s arts and culture “Places to Entertain 
& Work” with neighbourhood commercial uses, public spaces, and a mix of housing 
types including artists’ live/work spaces – designed to enable artists to work, erect signs,
and sell their works in their homes.





Summary
Of the six sites under consideration, this is the best location for the Richmond Museum. Its
proximity to public transit and its adjacency to the cycling and pedestrian route along the dyke
give optimal low impact access. Its adjacency to the Fraser River Middle Arm with its water
oriented recreational uses provides opportunities for river-based activities such as rowing
competitions and day moorage for museum visitors. A land bridge connecting the museum to
the dyke would provide easy access and provide an exciting public space for events and
festivities. A restaurant above the museum would provide a front row seat for watching aircraft
taking-off and landing, and spectacular views to the North Shore Mountains and the dramatic
and many hued Richmond sunsets. Proximity to the airport and to the Oak and Arthur Lang
Bridges, to arterial and collector roads, would minimize tour bus and other destination traffic on
Richmond streets. The Park & Ride on Garden City is approximately 3,200 feet which could be
accessed by an attractive pedestrian or local shuttle service. This is also a site with major
historical connections. The original settlement in this area was the hub of the Richmond
community, and the site of Richmond’s first municipal hall. Although there are few physical
remnants of this early significance, a major cultural attraction in this location would help re-
establish the importance of this historic site and re-establish a relationship of this area to the
waterfront.

E.2 LANSDOWNE MALL

Legal Description

PID: 004-037-995
Lot 80 Sec 3, 4 Blk4N RG6W PL 50405 except Plan LMP46129
Richmond Key: 3647
Roll: 056928200 
Address: 5300 No 3 Rd

Existing uses

The Lansdowne Shopping Centre includes a large amount of land used for parking. This site is
being considered in the event that a section of this property could be used for the museum. For
the purposes of comparison, an area of the northwest quadrant of the property was selected.
The selected area is on the corner with Alderbridge Way along its northerly side and No. Three
Road along the west, and is used for parking.

Site size

The selected area is approximately 226,042 sq ft and meets the minimum size of 31,215 sq ft.

Land use Compatibility

It is not clear whether a museum use on this site is compatible with the current Mixed Use –
Shopping Centre land use designation for this site within the Downtown Local Area Lansdowne
3.1 of the current City Centre Area Plan (CCAP) in Schedule 2.10 of the OCP:

A mix of residential, office and typical shopping centre (retail/entertainment) uses along
with complementary amenity and community uses.

In the proposed CCAP, this site is identified designated as Major Open Space which does not
suggest a major cultural facility use.





Site size
The treed area is approximately 80,500 square feet and provides adequate area for a new
Museum and parking.

Land use Compatibility

This site is compatible with the Park land use designation of the Downtown Local Area Minoru
1.3 of the current City Centre Area Plan (CCAP) in Schedule 2.10 of the OCP:

An area of City-owned public open space that may include public facilities such as

recreation centres, schools, etc.

This designation appears to remain the same under the proposed CCAP.

Surrounding Land Uses

This location is the southeast corner of Minoru Park, Arts, Culture and Recreation facilities all of
which are to the north and west of this location. Across Minoru Boulevard to the east are the
Richmond School District and RCMP buildings and to the east of these is City and to their north
is Richmond Centre Mall. Across Granville Road is the tallest residential tower in Richmond
behind which is Richmond Secondary High School. Diagonally across the intersection from the
site is Caring Place and Brighouse Park.

Access
If access through the Richmond Centre Mall building were available during all operating hours
for bus and Canada Line service, then this site is approximately 2,800 feet from the Canada
Line Richmond Centre Terminus and approximately 2,100 feet from the main bus terminal in the
City. The distances would increase slightly if pedestrians were required to walk around the
exterior of the mall building. Granville Road has a bike route and would not require sidewalk
upgrades. This location is well served with roads, however, bringing vehicular destination traffic
into the centre of Richmond from bridge and highway entry points into the City would also bring
undesirable congestion and parking issues to an already increasingly congested downtown.

The site is highly used by the local population for its park, arts, culture and recreation facilities; it
hosts festivals and sports tournaments and is a three minute walk to the busiest shopping mall
in the City. All of that would likely result in a high rate of drop-in/ local repeat visitors.

Site Conditions

This stand of trees is unique in the City of Richmond and each tree has been identified as a
Heritage Tree or Significant Tree. The stand consists of Elm, Oak and Black Locust trees and
provides aesthetic, leisure, and ecological services to park users and the City.

Assessed Value

For comparative purposes, the value for the selected area was estimated by dividing the area
into the gross land value.

Summary
This is a possible location for the museum but its drawbacks make it a distant second choice to
the River Road site. Pedestrian access from the Canada Line is slightly outside the 2,600 foot
walking distance maximum identified by TransLink; the cycling route is along one of the roads
carrying the most traffic and serves well as a commuter route but is less conducive to
recreational cycling. Its location amidst the existing arts and cultural facilities could be beneficial;
however, the disadvantages of parking issues and traffic congestion might overwhelm this
advantage. Unless the museum were located in the park, its beauty would not be available to





Assessed Value
BC Assessment valued this lot at $1,366,000. In the interest of understanding the evaluation of
this lot given it is a water lot and lacks land access an discussion with BC Assessment indicated
that lot would be reconsidered and in the meantime suggested $300,000 might be the corrected
value based on $75,000 per acre for this 1.9 acre lot.

Summary
This would be an unacceptable site for a museum as it is a water lot this site and would be
prohibitively expensive to develop.

E.5 PHOENIX NET LOFT

Legal Description
PID: 002-050-561 (within BC Packers)
Lot E Sec 11 Blk 3N RG7W PL LMP49897 
Richmond Key: 53753 (Property )
Roll: 089218100 
Address: 12451 Trites Rd

Existing uses
This is a heritage building within the old BC Packers site, located partially on land and partially
over the water.

Site size

The Phoenix Net Loft is 10,000 sq ft meets and the site is 31,215 sq ft.

Land use Compatibility
A museum use is not compatible with the current Maritime - Mixed Use designation in the
Steveston Area Plan, BC Packers Neighbourhood #5 of Schedule 4 of the OCP:

Maritime – Mixed Use means an area set aside to support the maritime economy, with
an emphasis on uses which support primarily the commercial fishing fleet (etc as above).

Furthermore, the Steveston Area Plan indicates the intended use of Phoenix Net Loft:

Half of the area east of Phoenix Pond and south of Westwater Drive would

accommodate multiple-family residential - no greater than four-storeys over parking. The

remaining half of this area will accommodate a public waterfront park and up to a half
acre parking lot serving both visitors to the park and fishing related activities at the

Phoenix Net Loft.

And:
Support the continued use of the Phoenix Net Loft for fishing related activities and the

provision of up to a half acre of parking near the Net Loft to accommodate both the users

of these facilities as well as users of the waterfront park;
And:

The retention of the Phoenix Net Loft for the fishing fleet;

Surrounding Land Uses
This is a heritage site surrounded by a mixed-use area with residential and commercial and
Light Industrial properties to the west, north and east. The Fraser River is to the south.





Land use Compatibility

It is not clear whether a museum use would be accommodated in the Steveston Area Plan at
this location. In the Steveston Area Plan, London/Princess Neighbourhood #8 indicates the
northern two-thirds of this site as Use To Be Determined and the southern third is identified for
use as Public Open Space.

A developer is currently in discussion with the City regarding development of this site which
might result in this site being removed from the list of potential museum sites.

Surrounding Land Uses
Immediately to the west is fishing related Light Industrial property; to the north is mixed used
retail and residential; immediately to the east is Light Industrial use and south is the dyke with its
pedestrian and cycling route.

Access

This site is not accessible from the Canada Line and is approximately 1,100 feet from the
closest bus stop; the Steveston area is generally poorly served by public transit. The primary
mode of access to this site would be vehicular. While pedestrian and cycling traffic is
accommodated by the route along the south dyke there would be a low rate of drop-in/ local
repeat visitors due to the distance from Steveston Village and other amenities.

The congestion from Steveston Highway along Two Road to the site would be extremely
problematic. Single family and multi-family residences line the west side of Two Road and farm
homes and agricultural land line the east side until the very end of Two Road where the mixed
use residential and retail strip was recently developed.

Two Road is currently the only access to this site and is a two lane road from Steveston
Highway to the southern end of Two Road. There is a sidewalk only on the western side which
end one block from the site, and no sidewalk on the eastern side from Steveston highway south
to the end of Two Road.

Site Conditions

Water and sewer are available on the northern edge of the northern lot of this 5-lot site.

Assessed Value

The end of Two Road is beginning to see more development interest and property values will
increase as a result.

Summary

While it does not have a large constituency, the Bike Terrain Park users would expect to be
provided with a replacement terrain park, and the general population that supported this Bike
Terrain Park would likely support their bid for a replacement. As a museum, the facility could
overwhelm the adjacent small commercial and residential properties. Or situated at a distance
from any related context, the museum could be orphaned at the end of Two Road. The serious
traffic and accessibility issues, posed by a facility of this size would require prohibitively
expensive roads upgrading and likely entail the attempt to acquire ALR land to expand Two
Road to at least a four-lane road. However, if these challenges were overcome, the location
alongside the dyke and overlooking the mouth of the Fraser River would make this an
acceptable site for the new museum.





It can attract more visitors from around the world to promote Richmond 
Raise the profile of Richmond and its heritage and get tourists to come to the city
We would like to have a larger/grand museum for Richmond residents and 
visitors
Attracts more visitors especially with the Olympic 2010
Fits Richmond’s goals to increase tourism
It would be nice to draw more tourists in town
It will cater to people of BC, outside BC, international
I think it is essential to have a well organized interactive museum to attract
tourists to the city for the economic and environmental development of Richmond
Destination with a community bias, you’ll have a hard time competing with RBC
Museum in Victoria
We are the immigrants, we really care about our own community life
Other concern is do we have so much to exhibit to make it an attractive place to 
attract not only locals but tourists from other provinces and countries to generate 
revenue or to attract immigrant investment
I believe that the community we live in should be the focus but if there are 
destinations we could benefit educationally
I don’t really see the difference. As long as local community is emphasized
It would be helpful for school fieldtrips and tourist attractions

Potential Expansion

Now we just build a small museum - in the future we can extend it
I like the idea of being able to expand in the future and hosting large exhibits
Small museums can’t expand and is easy to forget
Both have merit but wonder if the population of 188,000 can sustain a 
blockbuster facility? Perhaps start modest and if demand warrants then leave 
space to expand
I like the functionality and direction of the Destination, however in terms of size 
and scale, I suggest starting smaller, and then growing

Messages/Activities

A multicultural Museum
A Museum that shows other cultures and First Nations
All of Richmond history, continue to develop
History, people, living
I would like to see handicrafts from nature
Richmond is a part of Canada, we can not separate Richmond from Canada, so 
when people go to Richmond Museum they also should get the information about
BC and even Canada not only Richmond
I think we need a big enough and good enough museum to reflect Richmond, BC
and Canadian culture. We also need to reflect other country’s culture since 
Richmond is an international city, and we have so many different cultures
The evolution of the city
Exhibit the distinguished cultures of different peoples
Promote music, bring big classical groups, show artists, ability to house other 
artistic expressions
A Destination Museum is better because there will be more things to learn. Go 
for it! Don’t settle for 2nd best
I love all the exhibits at the Royal BC Museum but Victoria is fairly far. It would be 
great for those same exhibits to come here too





QUESTION #3
What components would you like to see at the new Museum?

Components Very Some
What

Not at 
all

No
Response

A centre that promotes and directs people 
to other culture and heritage sites in 
Richmond

140
79%

28
16%

2
1%

8
4%

A space to accommodate large 
blockbuster exhibits

113
63%

42
24%

6
3%

17
10%

A space to accommodate smaller
temporary exhibits

91
51%

52
29%

8
5%

27
15%

A space to accommodate permanent
exhibits such as BC Packers 2010,
Olympic Games stories etc

113
63%

28
16%

10
6%

27
15%

A restaurant 99
56%

37
21%

23
13%

19
10%

A coffee shop 115
65%

33
18%

9
5%

21
12%

A cafeteria 111
63%

29
16%

13
7%

25
14%

A gift shop with unique objects for sale 132
74%

21
12%

8
4%

17
10%

An outdoor or indoor water display 107
60%

33
19%

14
8%

24
13%

An outdoor space for festivals, programs
etc

124
70%

26
14%

3
2%

25
14%

A space for the community to gather 124
70%

24
13%

3
2%

27
15%

A space to hold forums and conferences 98
55%

43
24%

8
4%

29
17%

Flexible space for museum use and 
community rentals

113
64%

32
18%

6
3%

27
15%

An educational space for school programs 132
74%

20
12%

2
1.%

23
13%

Are there other components you would like to see?

Accommodation for Large Groups
Catering –Rental space
Chinese language resources
More lounges for reading and resting
A space for showcasing heritage and cultural events, plays etc.
I-Max Theatre
Must involve Asian and other communities as partners
Needs to be attractive to families and school parties
Programs that promotes interest in Early Learning, preschool programs (2)
A nursery or baby sitting place like IKEA so parents can go around the Museum knowing 
their children are safe (2)





QUESTION #5
How important is it that the new Museum contribute to the following goals?

Potential Goals Very Somewhat Not at all No
Response

Attract Metro Vancouver population 101
57%

43
24%

7
4%

27
15%

Attract tourists 130
73%

23
13%

4
2%

21
12%

Attract Richmond residents 121
68%

20
11%

2
1%

35
20%

Support Richmond becoming a 
destination

116
65%

29
16%

1
1%

32
18%

Create a new landmark cultural 
facility

117
66%

27
15%

4
2%

30
17%

Brand Richmond as the “City of
Museums”

71
40%

51
28%

21
12%

35
20%

Attract and retain employees 87
49%

52
29%

7
4%

31
18%

Are there other important themes?

Diversity
To build and live in harmony between all cultures
Cultural diversity in particular, not only visible minority but introducing the 
majority’s culture to minorities and tourists
Showcase the diversity of the community, provide input on how Richmond should 
plan its growth
Our environmental connection

Type of Place

Iconic landmark anchor of a cultural district/precinct
The building should be architecturally iconic
Be a place of excellence, be a place where something is always happening and 
changing often

Location
Just don’t isolate it where it is inconvenient or needs to be a single destination spot
Leverage the development of other public and private cultural facilities and services
Complementary to existing museums

Involvement

Attract the attention of all BC Residents, encourage students to be aware, encourage all 
cities in Metro Vancouver to get involved 
Attract immigration from all other places in the world
Let most new people or tourists understand Richmond





Strategy Very Somewhat Not at all No

Response

Viewing exhibits displayed in cases 105
59%

50
28%

5
3%

18
10%

Participating in interactive exhibits
that involve sights, sounds, tastes
and smells

129
72%

30
17%

1
1%

18
10%

Participating in electronic exhibits
that simulate experiences

108
61%

45
25%

2
1%

23
13%

Viewing high technology audio visual 
presentations and films

115
65%

42
23%

3
2%

18
10%

Visiting with a self guided audio tour 89
50%

58
33%

11
6%

20
11%

Attending forums to discuss timely
issues

81
45%

51
29%

13
7%

33
19%

Attending a cultural festival involving 
dance, food and crafts

109
61%

43
24%

5
3%

21
12%

Attending a talk 73
41%

66
37%

13
7%

26
15%

Question #7

Are there other activities you would like to see?

Dance
Interaction and immersion 
Weddings
Research 
Art works
Talks and educational tours
Games, interactive ways to educate
Horse racing
Activities for children 1-5

QUESTION #7

What types of activities are you interested in participating in at the new Museum?





Include archives (2)
Have activities on the steps like at the Vancouver Art Gallery
Visible storage, in large interior open space 

THEMES

Cultures and diversity
As a new city composed of diversity races and regions, the Museum should outline the 
diversity culture.
Cultural focus is good -like to see minority cultures being introduced to tourists-the 
majority white culture being introduced to minority culture and new-comers to Canada
As an immigrant- I have hard time interpreting and understanding the Canadian 
mainstream culture. My perspectives were being affected by the experiences I had with 
white people who controlled my country of origin. I would like a place where I can 
understand more about Canadian culture

Richmond/BC/Canadian History
Focus on Richmond History, not multicultural people only
Richmond Museum is helpful to our kids and us. Could let them know a lot about
Canada
It would be nice for more people to be and know about the history and background of
Richmond
BC often focuses on itself too much. International and local visitors love to see 
destination exhibits like Picasso and Da Vinci, they go home and say, I saw the Picasso 
exhibition in Vancouver

Target audience

Focus on Richmond, and not as part of Metro Vancouver – let’s keep to local interests
Museum should represent Metro Vancouver, not just Richmond.
I don’t think it would be a good idea for the museum to be full of tourists- prefer people in 
our community and Canadians
Don’t rush into this. The world is changing rapidly and tourism may become much less
important
Museum would be great for Richmond - need a large attraction for tourists, I work as a 
concierge in a Richmond Hotel

Richmond as World-class city

What a great idea, I love Richmond, it needs to grow more and better
I think the time for half measures has passed - impressive developments in Richmond,
new city hall, Canada Line, BCIT Campus, Oval, Microsoft HQ. We are now the second 
major urban centre in Metro Vancouver and our efforts in the area of arts, culture and 
heritage must reflect that.
This seems like a great idea for our city, since we are a growing society
A Community Museum is no longer good enough for Richmond
Richmond needs our own Museum
Richmond has the opportunity to be a very special city, a first class Museum is
necessary to achieve this status
Museum should be updated, the one we have is not considered a museum because its
too small, not attractive enough to attract people


































